Reinterpretation of resistivity and induced polarization data to explore gold mineralization zones at Zarzima prospect, Iran
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Abstract: Zarzima is a gold prospect located in the west of Muchesh city, Kurdistan province, Iran. According to the geological studies, gold mineralization mainly occurs within silicified alteration zones/quartz veins and veinlets. Some silicified veins have been mapped in the 1:1,000 geological map of the area. To improve the results of drillings, resistivity and induced polarization tomography surveys were performed before the exploration drillings in the study area. As the geophysical models didn't really coincide with the geological information, we have decided to reprocess and reinterpret the previously recorded geophysical data with further theoretical considerations. Interesting results yielded with suitable inversion criteria and precise data processing. This investigation indicated that high resistivity anomalies represent silicified alteration zones. In fact, some branch-like high resistivity features are detected which is consistent with the hydrothermal mineralization systems. The fault zone is also characterized precisely in the resistivity and IP models. Note that previous analysis of geophysical data neglected the most important anomalous zone in the study area. The previous analysis also didn't reveal the branch-like structures and the fault zone. These facts clearly show the importance of suitable selection of inversion parameters and also avoiding the use of large "n" values in the dipole-dipole array. In the end, it should be noted that a suitable combination of larger "a" values and smaller "n" values (non-integer) for the dipole-dipole array can guarantee deeper depth of investigation and higher signal quality concurrently in an electrical survey.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The exploration of gold deposits is usually performed by means of geological and geochemical methods. These methods are often limited to surface characterizations and cannot provide reliable information about the subsurface variations, especially for the majority of gold deposit types that follow complicated patterns in the deposit scale since the gold itself is nearly always irregularly distributed in the deposit (Pohl, 2011). In some of the deposit types (i.e. hydrothermal vein-type, orogenic, etc.), the mineralization zone cannot be tracked effectively even after drilling the exploration boreholes. This complexity may lead to a situation that the main mineralization zones remain hidden (an example can be found at Wang et al., 2013). Interestingly, the use of suitable geophysical methods can extremely assist the explorers to have a better understanding about the area by scanning the subsurface for finding spatial patterns, structural features, promising zones and so on that can be used for tracking the mineralization both in horizontal and vertical directions. Furthermore, geophysical methods can be successfully used when geological and geochemical methods are limited, such as the case that the mineralization zones or the favourable lithological units are concealed (Robert et al., 2007; Reynolds, 2011; Hope & Anderson, 2016).

Harkonen & Keinänen (1989) reported the use of airborne magnetic, electromagnetic, and radiometric measurements for regional exploration of structurally controlled gold deposits. They reported that the most amenable techniques for locating the gold mineralization zones have been the lithgeochemistry and IP methods. Freebrey et al. (1998) have found the capability of regional gravity data together with high-resolution aeromagnetic and radiometric measurements to detect low sulphidation epithermal Au-Ag deposits in Japan. In the detailed exploration stage, Park et al. (2009) showed that gold mineralization hosted by quartz veins are detectable by low resistivity responses since almost all of the gold mineralization occurs in fractured areas associated with faults or shear zones. On the contrary, Invine & Smith (1990) expressed that gold-bearing silicified zones and shallow quartz veins in the epithermal gold mineralization systems are commonly detectable by resistivity technique as they are highly resistive. Robert et al. (2007) presented interesting notes about gold mineralization models and the use of different methods in gold exploration. They pinpointed the importance of 3D geophysical modeling i.e. 3D inversion of potential field data. Furthermore, they expressed that resistivity method is commonly used in sedimentary environments where high resistivity intrusions and silicified alteration zones can be mapped in less resistive carbonaceous and non-carbonaceous sedimentary units.

In this paper, it is tried to use electrical resistivity and induced polarization methods for gold exploration in Zarzima...
prospect, west of Iran. Although the real deposit type is still unrecognized due to great complexities, it is estimated to be an orogenic gold deposit (further investigations are still going on in the area). Basically, we hoped to identify silicified zones promising for gold mineralization and also possible metallic sulfide occurrences within the prospect in order to prioritize exploration drillings going on in the area. In fact, we have reprocessed and reinterpreted a previously recorded geophysical data with further theoretical considerations (previous analysis was not really consistent with available geological data). If these considerations are followed, a reliable electrical model will be resulted that can assist us to have a realistic understanding of the geological structures; otherwise, an unreliable model will be resulted. This investigation showed that the presented models are more consistent with the available geological data, and, the previous study would lead to unrealistic results. In the following sections, after a relatively brief site description, the electrical data analysis is discussed in detail.

2. GEOLOGICAL SETTING OF ZARZIMA PROSPECT

The Zarzima gold prospect is located 30 km southeast of Sanandaj city, Kurdistan province, western Iran. It is located in a rugged topographic terrain in the west of Muchesh city (Fig. 1).

The study area is located in the Zagros orogenic belt. This belt consists of three subzones: Urumieh Dokhtar Magmatic Arc (UDMA), Sanandaj-Sirjan Zone (SSZ), and Zagros Folded Belt (ZFB) (Alavi, 1994). SSZ is a NW–SE trending zone that extends from northwest to southwest of Iran and has more than 200 Km width and about 1500 km length (Stocklin, 1968). The SSZ is a zone of thrust faults that have transported slices of

Fig. 1. Location of Zarzima prospect in the west of Muchesh city, Kurdistan Province, Iran.
metamorphosed and non-metamorphosed Phanerozoic stratigraphic units of the Afro-Arabian passive continental margin. The zone consists of metamorphic and greatly deformed rocks associated with abundant deformed and undeformed plutons in addition to widespread Mesozoic volcanic rocks (Aliyari et al., 2012). The SSZ hosts at least five main gold deposits including orogenic gold (i.e. Qolqoleh, Kervian, Qabaqloujeh, Khara-peh, and Alut), epithermal gold (i.e. Aghdarreh, Sari Gunay, and Gozalbolagh), Carlin-type (i.e. Zarshuran, Akhtarchi), intrusion-related (i.e. Muteh, Astaneh, and Zartorosht), and gold-rich volcanic-hosted massive sulphide (VMS) (i.e. Barika) (Aliyari et al., 2012).

In Zarzima prospect, geological features are mapped at a 1:1000 scale (Fig. 2). Based on stratigraphy, the oldest rock unit in the study area is formed during the Early Cretaceous. This geological unit consists of thick limestone and marl that are folded in most cases. The volcano-sedimentary units are widespread in the study area. The geological mapping indicated that volcano-sedimentary rocks host silicified veins. Silicified zones/quartz vein and veinlets are the most common features that host gold mineralization. Other minerals include metallic sulphides (mainly pyrite, galena, chalcopyrite, etc.), iron oxides (mainly hematite), malachite, calcite, and barite. From the tectonic point of view, two main trends of faults are NW–SE and NE–SW. Despite the performed exploration activities, the real deposit type is not exactly recognized since the geological setting is complicated and the geochemical behavior of gold within the area is not entirely understood. Further investigations are going on to understand the gold mineralization characteristics in detail.

3. GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION: 2D RESISTIVITY AND INDUCED POLARIZATION TOMOGRAPHY

3.1. Data Acquisition

In order to delineate subsurface features especially the gold-bearing quartz veins/silicified alteration zones, electrical resistivity and Induced Polarization (IP) tomography through the two-dimensional survey was performed. Five profiles were completed to study the area (Fig. 2). As the veins and alteration zones are likely to be steep in our study area, the dipole-dipole array is used which is well suited for mapping vertical structures (Loke, 2018). The dipole-dipole array is a well-known beta-type electrodes configuration (C1-C2-P1-P2). In this array, spacing between current electrodes (C1-C2), which is referred to as the parameter “a”, is the same as the spacing between potential electrodes (P1-P2). The spacing between the second current electrode and the first potential electrode (C2-P1) is “n” times as much as “a”.

The GDD IP-transmitter (model: TX III) and GRX2 receiver were used for data measurements. Induced Polarization (IP) measurements are done by a current pulse of 2 seconds
(2 seconds on and 2 seconds off). In the geophysical dataset of the Zarzima area, the measurements of one IP-window is only available (delay time: 240 ms, integration time: 80 ms). The recorded dataset involves dipole-dipole readings with "n" parameter ranging from 1 to 11 with the potential dipole spacing of 10 m. Note that only n = 1 to n = 6 is used in this investigation for the inverse modeling process since many researchers in the literature have avoided the use of large "n" values in the dipole-dipole array i.e. Loke (2018) and Rucker et al. (2011). Furthermore, we have provided some insights based on repeated reading errors to further prove this fact.

3.2. Analysis of Repeated Readings

Geophysicists should always consider the sources of noise while designing a survey or processing the geophysical datasets in order to have an eye for the possible artifacts and/or inaccuracies in the models. In electrical resistivity surveys, it is common to remove noisy data prior to inverse modeling process to prevent modeling artifacts (i.e. Mashhadi et al., 2019). Absolute and relative errors are the two factors for assessing the signal to noise ratio (S/N) in an electrical survey. Absolute error is defined as "the absolute difference of two repeated readings" while relative error is "the absolute difference of two repeated readings divided by their mean value" (Loke, 2018; Rucker et al., 2011).

According to the available dataset, repeated readings are only available for n = 6 to n = 8 due to the used data acquisition scenario. Basically, the dipole-dipole readings for n = 1 – 8 were recorded in the first stage and then the readings were performed for n = 6 – 11. This gives us the opportunity to access the errors for some of "n" values. Total number of repeated readings was 251. These repeated measurements of resistivity and IP are plotted in scatter plots to provide a better illustration of the data (Fig. 3). Fig. 3 indicates that resistivity measurements are pretty noisy for all of the n values. However, IP measurements seem to be good with only a few extremely noisy measurements. This is not expected as IP measurements are far more susceptible to noise than the resistivity data (Dahlin et al., 2002; Loke, 2018; Mashhadi & Ramazi, 2018). This phenomenon can be explained by the low values of IP readings where only 8 out of 251 IP readings are higher than 10mV/V. Note the better quality of IP data for n = 6 with respect to n = 7 and n = 8.

Absolute and relative errors are also calculated for both resistivity and IP parameters. Finally, to have a better comparison, the mean values are plotted in a diagram (Fig. 4). For resistivity, the mean values of absolute errors are high for all of "n" values. Unexpectedly, the maximum occurs for n = 6. However, this problem could be explained by relative errors being the smallest for n = 6. In fact, there are a few extremely noisy measurements in which the absolute error exceed 1000 ohm.m. These noisy measurements lead to a dramatic increase in the mean value. On the whole, the data recorded for all of "n" values are contaminated with some level of noise, being higher for n = 7 and n = 8 (on average, 15% higher than n = 6). For chargeability/IP measurements, both of the absolute and relative errors indicate a significant increase from n = 6 to n = 8. Note that low absolute errors are due to little IP variations in the subsurface where it is almost constant in four profiles (just profile A has a considerable IP variation). Also, note that the absolute error for IP was high for a few data points. The maximum value of the IP absolute error equals with 16.9 mV/V for a measurement with n = 7, which disrupted the general trend from n = 6 to n = 8. Although these facts can further prove the unreliability of high "n" values for the dipole-dipole array (n = 7

---

Fig. 3. Scatter plots showing the repeated measurements of apparent resistivity (a) and apparent IP (b) for n = 6 – 8 values. Note that the total number of 251 readings are repeated.

Fig. 4. A diagram showing the mean values of the absolute and relative errors for resistivity and chargeability (IP) measurements based on repeated readings that are calculated for n = 6 – 8. Note that the measurements from all of the geophysical profiles are included in the calculations.
and \( n = 8 \) based on this comparison), it seems that these numbers cannot clearly represent the real differences in measurement stability and/or noise contamination since:

1. theoretically, the voltage is inversely proportional to the cube of the “\( n \)” factor in the dipole-dipole array (Loke, 2018). Accordingly, the signal strength/voltage is 37% lower for \( n = 7 \) with respect to \( n = 6 \), and, this value is 58% for \( n = 8 \). Consequently, the low differences between the calculated errors for different “\( n \)” values do not reveal the whole story.

2. this method of comparison about the noise contamination for high and low “\( n \)” values in the dipole-dipole array is better to be performed when we are sure about good electrodes contact. Extremely noisy measurements can be the result of bad contact between the electrodes and the multicore cable (Dahlin et al., 2002) or between the electrodes and the ground. Poor electrode contact is not easily recognized in the field, and, sometimes it affects a series of measurements instead of one single recording. Thus, it strongly affects the mean value of the calculated errors.

3. other parameters can also play an important role in the calculated errors including the measurement instrument, type of electrodes used (Dahlin et al., 2002; LaBrecque & Daily, 2008), the measurement sequence used in automatic data measurement systems (Dahlin, 2000), etc. 

On the whole, this simple error calculation showed the great differences in noise levels for “\( n \)” values ranging from 6 to 8. The noise contamination for IP data clearly shows a remarkable increase from \( n = 6 \) to \( n = 8 \). This fact implies that using high “\( n \)” values in the dipole-dipole array just provides a highly contaminated/noisy data, even if a modern instrumentation is utilized for data acquisition. This fact can also be proposed for similar arrays like pole-dipole and pole-pole. As a result, it is better to use large “\( d \)” spacing rather than high “\( n \)” values while trying to increase the depth of investigation. The required resolution in this scenario can be achieved by recording more measurements such as using non-integer “\( n \)” values and/or combining the measurements of several “\( d \)” spacings into a single dataset.

3.3. Data Inversion & Model Interpretations

The measured data is inverted by using the Res2dinv software (commercially available at geotomosoft.com). The “smoothness-constrained least-squares optimization” method is used for data inversion as it is expected to have a gradual resistivity variation. Dipole-dipole readings with \( n = 1 \) to \( n = 6 \) are used. According to the considerations mainly noted by Loke (2018) and Hauck & Kneisel (2008), the following criteria are selected for data inversion: initial damping factor = 0.17, minimum damping factor = 0.02, damping factor optimization enabled by using the “L-curve method”, 4 nodes used between adjacent electrodes, software default parameters for the stopping criteria, unit electrode spacing = 5 m, cell size in the z-direction increases with the factor of 1.05 and the first block is 2.5 m, and the topography is incorporated into the inversion process by the “distorted finite-element grid with damped distortion” option.

Fig. 5. Pseudosection plots of resistivity and induced polarization data to explore gold mineralization zones...
The inversion models seem to be reliable and realistic as the geological data is consistent with the presented models. As all of the models followed basic interpretational facts and also pretty similar structures, only the results of profile A and B2 are presented in this paper. The inversion of profile A and B2 is completed after 5 iterations. As the features are repeated in subsequent iterations, the model credibility is proven somehow (Hauck & Kneisel, 2008). The pseudosection plots of these profiles are also shown at Fig. 5. For profile A, the resistivity and IP models of the iteration 4 are selected for final interpretations with the rms errors of 18.8 and 3.1 for the resistivity and IP models, respectively. The results of iteration 5 is considered for profile B2 with the rms errors of 19.2 and 0.2 for the resistivity and IP models. Note the low rms error of IP model in profile B2 is related to the very low variations of IP measurements.

The inverted resistivity and IP models of profile A and profile B2 are shown together with interpretational notes in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Note that the descriptions written on the surface of the sections are taken from the 1:1,000 geological map of Zarzima prospect to evaluate the geophysical models. The notes written below the sections are related to geophysical interpretation results.

There are four boreholes on this profile but a correlation between resistivity and IP models with the boreholes is really difficult if not impossible. That’s because: (1) lithology characterization was really challenging as the geologists mentioned, and, in some cases the lithology was detected with high uncertainties, and more importantly (2) quartz veins and veinlets are small in dimensions, irregularly occurring within different rocks and no clear silicified alteration zone could be delineated i.e. no proper classification could be made. On the other hand, these boreholes have provided a fact which could support the IP model of profile A since a considerable amount of metallic sulfides (mainly pyrite, galena and chalcopyrite) observed in BH01 and BH05 whereas the observed metallic sulfides in BH02 and BH03 was almost negligible. Being closer to the main IP anomaly together with an increase in IP response below BH01 and BH05 can explain the higher amount of sulfide minerals at this location. Note that previous
geophysical analysis was not really consistent with the geological data and drilled boreholes.

As the geophysical models show, high resistivity values represent silicified alteration zones. The outcrops of silicified veins are somehow consistent with high resistivity features, indicating the validity of the resistivity model. Note that some boundaries are drawn for the silicified alteration zones but these boundaries just represent “approximate limits” since the resolution of the dataset is not that high to be able to map these alteration zones accurately with high precision. In fact, the boundaries are drawn to show that the anomaly shapes are consistent with a hydrothermal mineralization event (the branch-like structure). It must be noted that there is no evidence of “smearing out with depth” for these high resistivity anomalies, which can further assure us of the represented branch-like features. In addition to anomaly shapes, existing boreholes can approve the interpretations since irregularly distributed quartz veins and veinlets were reported in all of the boreholes especially in BH01 and BH05.

There is a low resistivity zone at about 140 m which coincides with a high IP anomaly. This seems to be related to a fault zone which is also mapped in the geological survey. The fault zone is less resistive and also more chargeable than the surrounding rocks due to high clay content and/or high moisture content. The same geophysical responses in the fault zones are reported by Mashhadi et al. (2017). However, the location of this fault seems to be a bit inaccurate in the geological map and should be corrected. The other mapped fault at about 255 m did not appear in the geophysical models. The reason is not clearly understood and no contributions can be proposed with high certainty. This fault is better to be checked again by the geologists. Adjacent to the detected fault, at about 170 m, there is a high IP anomaly consistent with a high resistivity feature. It is contributed that this location is a highly silicified alteration zone with a considerable amount of metallic sulfides. It is not really known that gold mineralization coexists with metallic sulfides or not. However, as the resistivity values are really high, it is expected to have strong silicified alteration zone with lots of quartz veins and veinlets, which in turn, is expected to have gold mineralization. Hence, this anomaly is better to be checked by exploration drilling as it seems to be the most important promising zone in the area (based on the geophysical investigation).

In profile B2, similar structures and interpretations can be proposed. High resistivity anomalies seem to be the response of silicified alteration zones. The mapped fault seems to be inaccurate. It is probably related to geological mapping difficulties in the area i.e. soil cover, complicated geological structures, etc. Another important point is that IP values are almost constant with very low variations. This fact indicates that sulfide minerals are almost absent or they occur in very low contents within the rock units beneath profile B2.

Previous analysis of geophysical data neglected the most important anomalous zone at Zarzima prospect. The previous analysis also didn’t reveal the branch-like structures and the fault zone. These facts clearly show the importance of suitable selection of inversion parameters and also avoiding the use of large “n” values in the dipole-dipole array.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the previously recorded geophysical data (including resistivity and IP) at Zarzima prospect is reprocessed and interpreted since previously performed analysis didn’t coincide with the available geological information. Interesting results yielded with suitable inversion criteria. Although the raw dataset involves the dipole-dipole readings with “n” ranging from 1 to 11, only up to n = 6 is used in this paper. Furthermore, according to the available repeated readings, absolute and relative errors for resistivity and chargeability/IP are calculated for n = 6 to n = 8. Finally, it is shown that high “n” values in the dipole-dipole measurements are susceptible to higher noise levels and therefore must be avoided in the geophysical analysis. The provided models after suitable inversion criteria lead to reliable resistivity and IP models that are consistent with the geological information. This investigation indicated high resistivity features represent silicified alteration zones. In fact, some branch-like high resistivity features are detected which is consistent with the hydrothermal mineralization systems. The fault zone is also characterized precisely in the resistivity and IP models. The subsurface structures seem to be mapped accurately so it clearly shows the importance of suitable selection of inversion parameters and also avoiding the use of large “n” values in the dipole-dipole array. So care must be taken seriously in project design, data processing and final interpretations to provide a realistic result.
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